Teachers Corner
http://www.theteacherscorner.net/
teacher-resources/websites.htm

Important Facts to Know
The Teachers Corner is
a website that is helpful
and useful for teachers
of all ages. It doesn’t
matter if you’re a
teacher in Kindergarten
or if you’re a teacher in
grade 12, there is something for everyone.
Finding time and creativity for lesson plans
or worksheets can be
hard to do. At The
Teachers Corner there
are links that bring you
directly to pages which
have lay outs for certain worksheets and
lesson plans. Not only
does The Teachers Corner give ideas for lesson plans and work-

sheets there are also
ideas for bulletin
boards, teacher resources, seasonal activities and most importantly there is a
teacher job search for
those who are looking
for a new location to
teach. All in all The
Teachers Corner is
helpful for all educators. For some parts of
the sites you will need
to log-in and register
but for most of the
sites there is no registration needed.

Lesson Plans
Looking for ideas for
lesson plans? The
Teachers Corner is the
helpful site that will
lead you directly to lesson plans. Different
subjects? This website

offers lesson plans in
almost every subject
from the basic subjects
like math and English
to the more in-depth
subjects such as
Health, Physical Fit-

ness and Art/Music.
To narrow down your
lesson plan all you need
to do is pick which
grade you’re interested
in and a subject that
you are interested in.
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Printable Worksheets
Worksheets take a lot of creativity
and thought in order for it to be
engaging for the student. The
Teachers Corner is a site that can
make creating a worksheet a bit less
stressful and a bit more exciting.
Worksheet layouts are already premade which makes your job not
only easier but quicker. Worksheets
can range from math worksheets,
word scramblers, word search, cross
word search, match up worksheets
and much more. Similar to the lesson plan site the worksheet site only

makes you pick out the subject that
your class is working on and the
grade level at which you are teaching. From there the worksheets can
be printed and for free, which is
even better! So next time your class
is looking for something fun and
attention grabbing and you don't
have time to create one, hand them
a worksheet from The Teachers
Corner.

Teachers Wanted?
Are you a new teacher or looking to
switch teaching locations? If so, The
Teachers Corner can also offer you
help in searching for a new job. The
Job search section of this website
offers certain tools that can help
you get your name out to the public
and help you find job openings in or
around your interested area. Not
only does it allow you to select a city

“The Teachers Corner is
now providing resources
to help our users get
teaching jobs.”

principle, Athletic Director, etc.
This section can be helpful to new
and old teachers.

that you are interested in but it also
allows you to pick a grade level, a
subject or a specific job title such as

Helpful Tool for Teachers
As you can probably tell from all the
hype The Teachers Corner is a helpful tool for all teachers. It focuses on
how to help a teacher and prepare
them for their lessons and in engaging their class. With their lesson
plan guides, worksheet templates
and other useful tools it can take
away the stress that some of these

tasks can cause. I believe that this
website is one of the most useful
websites out there to help out any
teacher, new or old. I would use this
website basically every day because it cuts back on all the
hassle and stress. When I am
stressed and have a lot on my
plate ill just turn to this website

to help me with lesson plans or
worksheets.

